Tuesday, March 19

19:00 - Informal pre-workshop get-together (Spitteleck)

Wednesday, March 20

9:30 – 10:00 Workshop introduction
10:00 – 11:00 Penelope Eckert - tbd
11:00 – 11:30 COFFEE BREAK
11:30 – 12:00 David Beaver & Jason Stanley - Presupposing practices
12:00 – 13:00 Mihaela Popa - Slurs as social doing
13:00 – 14:30 COFFEE BREAK
14:30 – 15:00 Christina Otto, Melanie Weirich & Adrian Simpson - Does the pharyngealization of coda /r/ in East Central German have social meaning?
15:00 – 16:00 Erez Levon - Gender, social stereotypes and the perception of uptalk in London
16:00 – 18:00 POSTER SESSION (with refreshments)
19:30 - WORKSHOP DINNER (Restaurant Cana)

Thursday, March 21

9:30 – 10:30 Heather Burnett - A persona-based semantics for slurs
10:30 – 11:00 Nicole Gotzner & Diana Mazzarella - Politeness and negative strengthening
11:00 – 11:30 COFFEE BREAK
11:30 – 12:00 Annika Vieregge - The social meaning of prepositional case government in German
12:00 – 13:00 Jane Stuart-Smith - tbd
13:00 – 14:30 LUNCH
14:30 – 15:00 Theresa Heyd, Alexandra Karnatz & Franziska Sopha - Handstyle as social meaning: graphic variation, graffiti and gender
15:00 – 15:30 Ildikó Emese Szabó - The contributions of social structure to lexical meaning: A generalizable computational model of lexical borrowing
15:30 – 16:00 COFFEE BREAK
16:00 – 17:00 Elin McCready - tbd
17:00 – 17:15 CONCLUDING REMARKS

POSTERS
Andrea Beltrama, Heather Burnett & Stephanie Solt - The effect of precision and context on social perception
Karolin Breda - The social impact of language use: Basque standard and non-standard varieties within the ideology of authenticity
Leann Brown, Aron Arnold, Oriana Reid-Collins, James German & Maria Candea - Non-binary speakers, phonetic variation and gender perception: Investigating indexicality through emerging identities
Irem Duman - Identity and social meanings in multilingual interactions: linguistic ethnography of an urban street market
Mélanie Lancien - The part of phonetic reduction in the expression of social distance
Aleksandra Lillelund-Holst - Social meaning of /s/- and /t/-variation for Copenhagen girls
Mary Robinson - Does syntactic variation carry social meaning?: Two perception studies of word order variation in American English
Melanie Weirich & Adrian Simpson - Do you hear what I say? The expression and perception of femininity in female voices